
Many industries battle with labour shortages and worker abscondment. In an attempt to maintain a
steady workforce and to reduce the rates of abscondment, employers may undertake negative
retention practices such as the withholding of passports, restricting freedom of movement, wage
deductions, or requesting security deposits from workers. This tool is designed to raise awareness
among palm oil and plantation companies on good practices for retaining migrant workers and
avoiding practices linked to indicators of forced labour.
The good practices outlined here have been identified by the Earthworm Foundation (EF) through its
field engagement with palm oil companies in Malaysia to identify rights-based worker retention
practices and raise awareness about forced and bonded labour. Two case studies are provided to
show what these rights-based retention strategies look in practice to guide company management
and/or Human Resources personnel.

In order to obtain a baseline, look into your company’s abscondment, turnover and retention rates. Here are 
simple guidelines to calculate the rates:

Obtain information on: 
1. Number of migrant workers (MWs) at the start of the year
2. Number of migrant workers (MWs) at the end of the year

Calculation formulas:

Average number of workers: 

Number of MWs at the start of the year + number of MW at the end of the year 
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Abscondment rate: 

Number of MWs who absconded within the year
Average number of employees



Turnover rate:

Number of MWs whose contracts ended + number who absconded within the year

Average number of employees

Retention rate: 1 – turnover rate

This section is design to assist company in the journey of implementing practical steps on good migrant 
worker retention practices. The good practices take the form of 7 strategies which are proposed in the 
stepwise process of short, mid and long term action points.















To watch a video on how a company applied positive worker retention 
strategies in their operation, you can see it here and read a case study 
here.

For more information on these topics and resources to support 
companies on the implementation of good practices, please visit the 
Tool For Transformation website at: 
https://toolsfortransformation.net/. 

This tool was produced with the support of the International Labour Organisation’s (ILO) 
Improved Migration Governance Project in Malaysia.

https://youtu.be/FrYN7nRGvVE
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